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DRIVEN BY EXCELLENCE, DELIVERED IN PARTNERSHIP.

WHY
LASERNET?
Research shows
that a business or an
organisation can save
1-2%* of its turnover
by replacing paper
invoices with digital
ones and optimising
the related processes.
Considering today’s information
flow, the need for better
control, overview and document
management increases
simultaneously with the pressure
on organisations to reduce costs.
Automatisations within the
organisation’s value chain seem
like an obvious place to start.
The automating and electronic
exchange of messages along
the procurement and financial
supply chain become catalysts
for optimisation of processes
in the organisation:
• 	Save time and money by
eliminating programming
• 	Fast to implement and easy
to use
• 	Increase business efficiencies
• Free your resources for
more and other business 		
critical tasks

According to market research
conducted by Billentis* e-invoicing is
becoming a mandatory requirement
for future business relationships,
and public sectors across Europe
are great examples on that; they
have been pioneering and driving
forces behind the digitalisation
wave. Many countries have already
declared e-invoicing as mandatory
in business communication between
private and public sectors.
With an intelligent and agile
document management solution
like Lasernet, your organisation will
be able to meet the demands and
requirements of your customers
and business partners in relation to
delivering and receiving business
documents in multiple electronic
formats. That is why!

“ Our search for more
flexibility brought us
to Lasernet, and this
is now our preferred
output management
solution”
Noud Vekeens, Senior Software
Engineer, Vanderlande
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THE LASERNET
PLATFORM IS...
A state of the art input and
output document management
solution for small, medium and
enterprise business applications
With the Lasernet software solution you are
able to streamline, simplify and optimise all
your business communications with customers
and company stakeholders. Lasernet is used
for designing, converting and distributing
incoming and outgoing business documents in
multiple electronic formats. Today, Lasernet is
used by more than 2,500 companies in various
industries across ERP platforms worldwide.
Lasernet delivers data directly into your
internal IT system, eliminating the need for
manual input and securing a seamless flow
of all your business documents. The agile
architecture of the Lasernet suite is developed
to be deployed in modules, with each module
adding significant benefits and options to
the system solution.

Lasernet is a Microsoft certified solution
developed to fit companies and organisations
of all sizes. With Lasernet you are able to
create and execute an optimal input and
output management strategy meeting the
demands and requirements of your customers
and business partners. The results speak for
themselves: savings and reduced costs, more
accessible documents and information, better
decision making and ultimately increased
competitiveness for your business!

THE LASERNET
ADVANTAGES:
• Ease of use – you are able to use
Lasernet from day one! Tasks like
document creation can be performed
by non-IT personnel thanks to
Lasernet’s intuitive user interface
• Range leader – at Formpipe we have
the broadest product range within
the document management field.
We are continuously expanding and
developing new solutions to meet
future demands of your business
• Global and local support – with more
than 60 implementation partners
across the world, customers can
resolve any queries in moments
without waiting for a help desk 		
response from another time-zone

INPUT MANAGEMENT
XML

YOUR BENEFITS
ARE:

WORKFLOW

• Optimise workflow and
automate processes
• Electronic and automated
invoice processes can result
in savings of 60-80%
compared to traditional
paper-based processing

PDF

FAX

• Be compatible with any
source or destination

EMAIL
ERP HOST

*E-Invoicing / E-Billing, Billentis,
18/05/2017 in mid-size European
company. Source: Billentis 032011.

WEB

PRINT

SCAN

ARCHIVING

IN SHORT...
Input Management is the capturing,
structuring and archiving of all sorts of
documents, both paper based and electronic;
contracts, invoices, customer letters, offers etc.
Lasernet Input Management is a document
handling solution that enables you to

• Easily archive and retrieve
your business documents

receive business documents from external
environments in various formats such as paper
documents, faxes and electronic formats. It
automates the conversion of all your business
documents into action-enabled and processready information, importing it into your ERP
system, document archives and workflows.

OUTPUT MANAGEMENT
YOUR BENEFITS
ARE:

OTHERS

• Electronic and automated
invoice processes can result
in savings of 60-80%
compared to traditional
paper-based processing*

ERP HOST

PRINT

DISTRUBUTED
PRINT

PRINT/XML

EMAIL

PRINT

BARCODE

WEB

FAX

SMS

ARCHIVING

IN SHORT...
Output Management is the practice that deals
with designing, formatting and distributing
business documents created by business
applications like ERP systems. Lasernet Output
Management offers the ability to easily meet the
varying customer demands regarding business
documents. The solution enables you to deliver,
distribute and archive business documents in

XML

any format (e-mail, fax, PDF, PDF/A, EDI,
XML) and desired layout, as required by each
individual customer, in an intelligent and
structured manner. Lasernet supports both
EuroSox, Sarbanes Oxley, Basel II accounting
rules, as well as plenty of local XML formatting
regulations, thereby meeting all legal
requirements.

PDF

• Adapt to your customers’
needs and requirements
and deliver documents in
precisely the format and
layout your customers
require
• Automatically distribute
high volumes of documents
– deliveries across multiple
channels including email,
fax, XML and the web, in
addition to network printers
*E-Invoicing / E-Billing, Billentis,
18/05/2017

LONG-TERM ARCHIVE
YOUR BENEFITS
ARE:

ANY BUSINESS PLATFORM (ERP, CRM ETC)

SAVE MONEY
Reduce the cost of maintaining
legacy systems by migration to
a preservation platform

ACTIVE
ARCHIVING

SECURITY
AND ACCESS
CONTROL

CONTROL ACCESS
A flexible permission
matrix that matches your
organisational needs

COST AND
STORAGE
OPTIMISATION

WEBSITES

ANALYTICS
TOOLS

FILE SERVERS

LEGACY
APPLICATIONS

A

ACCESS

DIGITAL
PRESERVATION

COMPLIANCE

DATABASE

PAPER
DOCUMENTS

USERS

E-DISCOVERY

INFORMATION
LIFE CYCLE
MANAGEMENT

EASILY ACCESSIBLE
Access archived records from
within your existing systems

BUSINESS
INTELLIGENCE

LONG TERM PRESERVATION
Follow ISO and OAIS
methodology built in to the
product to ensure human
readable in content in 50
years time

SAFE DELETION
OF DATA

IN SHORT...
Given the massive volume increase of electronic
records, storing digital content for decades so
you can find, read and use it, whilst maintaining
compliance, can be both costly and complex.
Allow Long-Term Archive by Formpipe to
simplify and future-proof this for you.

Long-Term Archive by Formpipe is a digital
data preservation platform that follows best
practice guidelines of the OAIS methodology
and ISO 14721 to ensure organisations are
storing human readable documents, objects
and data for the long-term (50+ years).
Formpipe understand both the simple
requirement of archiving documents away
from day to day business systems to complex

migrations of data and documents
from legacy systems that are no longer
needed within the business. Our team is
experienced in adding value to long term
data preservation projects by introducing
methods that will ensure access security,
reduce search and retrieval times and
ultimately reduce significant costs to your
organisation.

ANY ERP
LTA and Lasernet support the
ingestion from any ERP or CRM
to ensure system efficiency and
legacy system retirement.
However, we have developed
ERP specific solutions –
connectors – for some of
the most commonly used
enterprise business applications
to enable smart and simple
archiving and retrieval.

System Retirement
Solution
Move away from being held data hostage with
old legacy systems and free up IT budget for
more innovative projects.
System retirement reduces the cost of
maintaining systems purely for access to
records and lowers the risk of no access or
single human knowledge enabled access.

Document Preservation
Adopt ISO level best practice through inbuilt
tools and functions within Long Term Archive
and utilize pre-configured metadata structures
to minimize your design project stage.
Formpipe also support a Minimum Effort
Ingestion approach by using workflow and
review/edit tools within the preservation
platform.

Data Transformation
Utilise the pre-ingest tools to enrich
metadata poor records, objects and
documents to create usable searches and
archive structure.
Ensure human readable files are stored for
the long term delivering compliance and
business opportunity.

FORMPIPE
THE SAFE CHOICE
Invest in a solution that meets
your needs today and tomorrow

Solutions built with
understanding

Formpipe leads the way in the development
of input and output document management.
Network distributed forms, Windows
document design software, automated
document e-mailing and archiving are all
pioneering products developed by Formpipe.
Furthermore, we have launched solutions
capitalising on technologies such as XML
and the latest advances in web document
publishing and e-commerce. In other words,
you can be assured that Formpipe will meet all
your requirements today and tomorrow.

Our partners are specialists; highly experienced
in providing solutions using advanced software
technology. The first thing that they will do is
to listen to you and the challenges you meet in
your business life. This will provide them and us
with a deeper understanding of your business
and in turn, we can show you how Lasernet has
risen to similar challenges elsewhere. They will
then present you with a Formpipe solution that
may bring profit and effectiveness into your
organisation from day one.

Global reach - local service
Formpipe understands that company-wide
input, output and document management
solutions are best implemented and maintained
at a local level. Therefore we have three
development centers in Europe that are further
supported by more than 60 implementation
partners across the world. In this way,
Formpipe ensures that you have someone
close by who knows your systems and our
software in considerable. This ensures you
can resolve any queries in moments without
waiting for a help desk response from another
time-zone.

ABOUT
FORMPIPE
Formpipe is a software company in the field
of Enterprise Content Management (ECM).
We develop ECM products for structuring
information and supply them to major
companies, authorities and organisations.
Our software helps organisations to capture,
manage and distribute information, and to
place it in context. Reduced costs, minimised
risk exposure and structured information are
all benefits that can be gained by using our
ECM products. All our products enjoy strong
market positions and are used by companies
and authorities worldwide. Our products
are distributed via highly experienced and
certified partners. Formpipe was founded in
2004 and has offices in Stockholm, Uppsala
and Linköping in Sweden, and in Copenhagen
in Denmark. Formpipe Software AB (publ) is
listed on Nasdaq OMX Nordic.
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Tel. +45 43660210
Email. lasernet@formpipe.com
Formpipe Lasernet A/S
Lautrupvang 1
2750 Ballerup
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Tel.
Tel.
Tel.
Tel.

+31 (0) 737 040 318
+49 (0) 40-31 99 34 32
+46 855 529 060
+33 983 660 909
+44 (0) 1223 919 608
+1 908-399-7828

